Chapter 61B Open Space
and Recreational Land
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The Chapter 61B program is one of three current
use tax programs (Ch. 61–forestry, 61A–agriculture,
61B–open space and recreational land use) that
give landowners an opportunity to reduce their
property taxes in exchange for providing their
community with many public benefits, such as
clean water, wildlife habitat, rural character, and
local food and wood products.
Landowners are allowed to switch between current use programs
without penalty, although to save time and effort, it is advisable for
landowners to choose the program that best fits their objectives and
financial needs. Because there is no requirement for land enrolled in
Ch. 61B to be actively managed or to have a forest management plan,
the Ch. 61B program is a good fit for landowners who take a passive
approach to their land. However, the option exists to harvest timber
when guided by a management plan while enrolled in Ch. 61B (see
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“Timber Harvesting” on page 10).
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landowners to carefully consider their options. This information
about the Ch. 61B program is intended to help landowners make a
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decision that is right for them.
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As with any decision about land, the key to success is for
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The Ch. 61B program requires a minimum of 5 acres in an eligible land use.
Some or all of a landowner’s eligible land may be placed in the program.
The landowner will need to exclude their residence, other structures, and
any land used in connection with those buildings, typically the minimum
building lot size.
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In addition to meeting the minimum acreage requirement, land enrolled
in the Ch. 61B program must fit within one of the following two land use
categories:
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PERHVIXEMRIHMREPERHWGETIHSVTEWXYVIGSRHMXMSRSVQEREKIH
JSVIWXYRHIVEWXEXIETTVSZIHJSVIWXQEREKIQIRXTPER4YFPMG
EGGIWWMWRSXVIUYMVIHJSVXLMWGEXIKSV]SJPERHYWIW
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XLI]HSRSXWMKRM½GERXP]MRXIVJIVI[MXLXLIIRZMVSRQIRXEP
FIRI½XWSJXLIPERH¯[LMGLMRGPYHILMOMRKGEQTMRKREXYVI
WXYH]ERHSFWIVZEXMSRFSEXMRKKSP½RKLSVWIFEGOVMHMRK
LYRXMRK½WLMRKWOMMRKW[MQQMRKTMGRMGOMRKTVMZEXI
RSRGSQQIVGMEP¾]MRKLERKKPMHMRKEVGLIV]ERHXEVKIXWLSSXMRK
0ERHYRHIVXLMWGEXIKSV]QYWXFISTIRIMXLIVXSXLITYFPMGSV
XSQIQFIVWSJERSRTVS½XSVKERM^EXMSRXLSYKLPERHS[RIVW
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Each town’s board of assessors administers Ch. 61B. The deadline for
applications is October 1. Tax reductions take effect the following fiscal
year, which begins July 1. Landowners must re-apply to their town
assessor’s office annually by October 1 to remain in the program. There is
no fee to enroll, re-enroll, or transfer programs. However, the landowner
is responsible for the registry recording fees for lien or release forms.
Landowners can get applications at their town assessor’s office and
online at www.masswoods.net/images/stories/pdf/ch61b_signup_form.pdf.
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Under the Ch. 61B program, land is assessed at its recreational use
value, which cannot be more than 25% of the land’s full assessed value.
Residences, buildings, and other structures are not eligible under the
Ch. 61B program and continue to be taxed at the full assessment.
Landowners can calculate the current use taxes on their land by
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visiting the Ch. 61B and Ch. 61/61A calculators at www.masswoods.net.

Because there is no requirement
for land enrolled in Ch. 61B to
be actively managed or to have
a forest management plan, the
Ch. 61B program is a good fit for
landowners who take a passive
approach to their land.
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Below are examples of how Ch. 61B taxes are applied and compare to
normal (Ch. 59) taxes and property taxes on forestland enrolled in the
Ch. 61 or 61A current use programs.
Financial considerations not included in the table are the required
&;%66)2

costs of a Ch. 61 forest management plan developed every 10 years.
Income from timber harvesting is also not included.
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Landowners entering the Ch. 61B program agree to maintain their land
in one of its eligible land uses as described above. It is possible to sell or
transfer enrolled land without triggering any penalties as long as the land
remains enrolled or eligible for enrollment in one of the three Ch. 61
programs. However, if a Ch. 61B property is removed from the program in
order to change the land use or is sold with the intent of changing the land
use within 10 years from its first classification, the landowner is responsible
for either rollback taxes or a conveyance tax, whichever is greater.
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After the first 10 years of enrollment, the conveyance tax no longer
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applies. Rollback taxes will always apply if the use of the property is changed
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within 5 years of withdrawal from the program. There are no rollback
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withdrawal penalties for removing a property from Ch. 61B if the landowner
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keeps the land in a use eligible for one of the current use programs for a

 WMQTPIMRXIVIWXTIV]IEV6SPPFEGOXE\IWEVIGEPGYPEXIHJSV

period of 5 years after it is withdrawn from the program.

]IEVWSVXLIPIRKXLSJIRVSPPQIRXMRXLITVSKVEQ[LMGLIZIVMW
WLSVXIVVIKEVHPIWWSJLS[PSRKTVSTIVX][EWMR'L&
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SJYWI[MXLMRXLI½VWX]IEVWSJFIMRKIRVSPPIHMR'L&
-JTVSTIVX]MWWSPH[MXLMR]IEVWJVSQXLIFIKMRRMRKSJXLI
½WGEP]IEV[LIRMX[EW½VWXGPEWWM½IHXLMWXE\MWHYIMJMXMW
KVIEXIVXLER[LEXXLIXSXEPVSPPFEGOXE\TIREPX][SYPHFI8LI
GSRZI]ERGIXE\MW SJWEPITVMGIMJWSPH[MXLMR¯]IEVWSJ
MXW½VWXGPEWWM½GEXMSRERH MJWSPH[MXLMR¯]IEVWSJXLI
TVSTIVX]´W½VWXGPEWWM½GEXMSR
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If any land under Ch. 61, 61A, or 61B is converted to a different use (either
sold or retained in the same ownership), while enrolled or within one fiscal
year of being removed from classification, the town has the option to match
a bona fide offer and purchase the property at the full market value as
determined by an independent appraiser. The landowner must hand deliver
or send by certified mail to their town a detailed notice to sell or convert,
including a purchase and sale agreement. Within 120 days of receiving the
notice, the town may exercise its right of first refusal to buy the land or may
transfer the right of first refusal to an eligible conservation organization.
For more information on the right of first refusal process, including what
must be included in the notice to sell or convert, landowners may visit
www.masswoods.net.



The right of first refusal applies
■ when a landowner intends to sell the land for a
residential, commercial, or industrial use;
■ when a landowner intends to change the use to
residential, commercial, or industrial, but not to
sell to a new owner; or
■ if a landowner withdraws from the program and
changes the use within 12 months or within one
fiscal year of being removed from classification.
The town does not have the right of first refusal when
■ a landowner chooses to switch to a different
current use program;
■ the change of use is for the construction of a
residence for an immediate family member;
■ a landowner chooses to withdraw from a program,
but keeps the land in agricultural, horticultural,
forestry, or recreational use for a period of one
year from the time it was last taxed under the
chapter; or
■ a landowner sells the property to a new owner
who agrees to maintain the land use, as verified
through an affidavit.
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Timber harvesting in Ch. 61B is optional.
Harvesting on properties in a managed forest
condition is allowed under a state-approved
forest management plan. As is the case with all
harvests, landowners are required to also have an
approved forest cutting plan. A state service forester
working locally can provide landowners with
more information on timber harvesting and forest
management. State service foresters can be located
by town at www.masswoods.net.
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Jim has owned 13 acres, which he has had in Ch. 61B for 4 years, when
he decides to sell the property to the Smith family. The Smiths intend to
keep it in its open space land use. They sign an affidavit promising to not
convert the land. Will Jim have to pay penalty taxes for selling the land?
2SEWPSRKEWXLIRI[S[RIVWWMKRXLIEJ½HEZMX
WE]MRKXLI][MPPRSXGSRZIVXXLIPERH.MQ[MPP
RSXLEZIXSTE]ER]XLMRK8LIEJ½HEZMXXVERWJIVW
ER]TIREPXMIWJSVGLERKMRKXLIPERH´WYWIXSXLI
RI[S[RIVW8LI'L&PMIR[MPPVIQEMRSR
XLIPERH-JXLI][MWLXSOIITMXMR'L&XLI]
QYWX½PIERRYEPP][MXLXLIXS[REWWIWWSV

Jane has 40 acres in Ch. 61B. After 14 years in the program, she decides to
build 10 houses on the property. Will Jane have to pay penalty taxes?
&IGEYWIXLIPERHLEWFIIRGPEWWM½IHYRHIV
'L&JSVSZIV]IEVWMXMWRSXWYFNIGXXSE
GSRZI]ERGIXE\&IGEYWIWLIMWGSRZIVXMRKXLI
PERHYWILS[IZIV.ERI[MPPLEZIXSTE]VSPPFEGO
XE\IW,IVVSPPFEGOXE\IW[MPPFIXLIHMJJIVIRGI
MRXE\IWFIX[IIRLIV'L&XE\TE]QIRX
ERHXLIJEMVQEVOIXEWWIWWQIRXJSVIEGL]IEV
[MXLMRETIVMSHSJ]IEVWTPYW MRXIVIWX
TIV]IEV-REHHMXMSRXSXLIVSPPFEGOXE\IWXLI
XS[RMR[LMGL.ERIS[RWXLIPERH[MPPLEZI
XLIVMKLXSJ½VWXVIJYWEPXSTYVGLEWIMXEXEJEMV
QEVOIXTVMGIEWHIXIVQMRIHF]ERMRHITIRHIRX
ETTVEMWIV8LIXS[RQE]EPWSXVERWJIVXLIVMKLX
XSTYVGLEWIXLIPERHXSEUYEPM½IHGSRWIVZEXMSR
SVKERM^EXMSR



Bob and Pam have had 89 acres in Ch. 61B for 12 years. They have
decided to remove their land from the program, but not to change its
land use. Will Bob and Pam have to pay penalty tax?
&SFERH4EQ[MPPRSXLEZIXSTE]ER]TIREPX]
XE\EWPSRKEWXLI]QEMRXEMRXLIPERHYWIJSVE
QMRMQYQSJ]IEVWERHXLIXS[R[MPPLEZIRS
VMKLXSJ½VWXVIJYWEP&IGEYWIXLIPERHLEWFIIR
MR'L&JSVPSRKIVXLER]IEVWERHFIGEYWI
XLIPERHMWRSXFIMRKWSPHJSVSVGSRZIVXIHXS
ERSRUYEPMJ]MRKYWIXLIGSRZI]ERGIXE\HSIW
RSXETTP]
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For specific questions about Ch. 61B in your town, contact your
town assessor’s office.
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'SQQYRMXMIW-RMXMEXMZIMWEKVSYTSJRIMKLFSVWERHZSPYRXIIVW
[SVOMRKXSIRLERGIXLIUYEPMX]SJPMJIERHVYVEPGLEVEGXIVSJSYV
GSQQYRMXMIW,'-GSRRIGXWTISTPIERHTVSZMHIWXLIQ[MXLXLI
MRJSVQEXMSRERHWYTTSVXXLI]RIIHXSTVIWIVZIXLIWTIGMEPREXYVEP
ERHGYPXYVEPPERHWGETIWSJXLI,MKLPERHWVIKMSR

Visit www.masswoods.net to
■
■
■
■
■

download a Ch. 61B application;
calculate your property taxes under Ch. 61B;
compare your property taxes under Ch. 61/61A;
learn more about the right of first refusal;
find a service forester working in your town.
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The Nature Conservancy
Dan Murphy, MA Dept. of Revenue
Nathan L’Etoile, MA Dept. of Agricultural Resources
Fred Heyes, Heyes Forest Products
Linda Swadel, MA Association of Assessing Officers
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XLITPEGIW[IPSZIWIGYVISYVPERHWGETIWERHPERHQEVOWJSVJYXYVI
KIRIVEXMSRWSVWMQTP]PMOIKIXXMRKSYXHSSVW
8SKIXLIV[MXLSYVRIMKLFSVW[ITVSXIGXXLIHMWXMRGXGLEVEGXIVSJ
SYVGSQQYRMXMIWERHMRWTMVIEGSQQMXQIRXXSWTIGMEPTPEGIWEGVSWW
XLI'SQQSR[IEPXL3YVTEWWMSRMWXSWLEVI[MXLIZIV]SRIXLI
MVVITPEGIEFPIREXYVEPERHGYPXYVEPXVIEWYVIWXLEX[IGEVIJSVFIGEYWI
SJXLIMVZEPYIXSSYVPMZIWIZIV]HE]
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